The location of repeated DNA sequences in the chromosomes of Chironomus tentans.
Polytene chromosomes of Chironomus tentans were hybridized in situ with in vivo labelled nuclear and chromosomal RNA. Nuclear RNA formed hybrids preferentially in five distinct regions considered to contain clustered, repeated DNA sequences. These are the two nucleolar organizer regions, Balbiani ring 1 and 2, and the 5 S RNA genes in region 2A of chromosome II, which together comprised almost 70% of the total number of grains over the complement. The remaining grains were diffusely distributed over the chromosomes. There was a significant difference in the distribution of grains when RNA from different chromosomes was used for hybridization. Chromosome I RNA hybridized preferentially with chromosome I, and chromosome II+III RNA preferentially with chromosome II+III. Some regions within the chromosomes hybridized significantly more chromosomal RNA than other regions. A considerable cross-hybridization of RNA from one particular type of chromosome with the other chromosomes was also found. It is concluded that repeated DNA sequences which hybridize with heterogeneous chromosomal RNA in C. tentans are widely dispersed in the genome. Some of these sequences have a delimited localization, others are dispersed, and some sequences which are transcribed in one particular chromosome are present also in the other chromosomes.